
Why mobile fueling?

If you’ve ever considered on-site fuel, talk to the experts at World Kinect Energy Services. In addition to 
tanks, we deliver fuel directly into fleets or other on-site equipment at a time that’s convenient for you, 
day or night. Also known as wet-hosing or fleet-fueling, mobile fueling is typically more economical and 
efficient in terms of time and money - and a lot less hassle.

•  Optimizes driver schedules by freeing them up to   
    stay on the road.

•  Doesn’t require on-site fuel tanks or the paperwork    
    required to install them.

•  Brings the fuel to you, so your vehicles can get        
    straight to work.

Quality fuel supply

On-time delivery

Dedicated 24/7 support

Mobile fueling keeps drivers on 
the road, not fueling at the pump

Lower Costs & Risks
Increased productivity
Added efficiency

With World Fuel Services as your energy partner, 
fueling your business is one less thing to worry 
about.



World Kinect Energy Services is a global energy leader and Fortune 100 company 
offering procurement, optimization, and logistics solutions for more than
180 different fuel and energy products. We support customers in more than
200 countries and territories around the world. Contact us today.

World-Kinect.com

Could mobile fueling be right for you?

•  Where is the nearest fueling station, and how  
    accessible is it for your fleet?

•  Are there cardlocks that make sense for your
    vehicle routes?

•  On-site tanks above or below ground, both     
    require of paperwork and regulatory
    consideations, especially if you plan to dig.

•  Are your trucks parked mostly at night?

•  Do you run on shifts?

•  Are your vehicles staged in a place easily 
    accessible by a fuel truck?

•  Could on-site fueling fill a temporary or project  
    based need?

•  Do you currently use credit cards to purchase  
    fuels? Many times, cards leave your business    
    open to varying degrees of misuse.

•  Do you have a need for better reporting of fuel  
    usage?

Consider your alternatives: Consider your timetables:

Consider your need to track fuel usage:
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For help determining if mobile fueling could work for you, contact our experts today.


